
 

 
Inverter vs. Non-Inverter ACs: Which is Best? 

 
When those sweltering summer days hit, we all crave the sweet relief of an air 
conditioner to keep us cool and comfortable indoors. But have you ever stopped 
to think about the type of AC unit you have? Inverter or non-inverter? This 
decision could mean the difference between sky-high energy bills and cost-
effective cooling. 
 
What's the Deal with Non-Inverter ACs? 
 
Let's start with the oldies but goodies - non-inverter ACs best. These are the 
traditional air conditioners that have been around for ages. They work by simply 
kicking on at full power when the temperature gets too high, and then cycling off 
once the room is cool enough.  
 
The problem with this on-and-off cycling is that it uses a lot of energy. It's sort of 
like driving your car - more fuel is consumed during acceleration than cruising at a 
constant speed. Every time the non-inverter AC has to power on, it guzzles up 
tons of energy getting up to full speed. 
 
Pros of Non-Inverter ACs  
- Lower upfront cost to purchase 
- Simple operation - just turn it on and off 
 
Cons of Non-Inverter ACs 
- Higher energy usage and costs over time  
- Louder noise from all the starting and stopping 
- Temperature fluctuations as it cycles 
- Shorter overall lifespan from excess on/off wear 
 
Inverter ACs - The New Kid on the Block 
  
Now let's look at inverter ACs - the newer, fancier models. Instead of running at 
full blast and then shutting off, these units can actually adjust their power output 
as needed. If the room just needs a little cooling, the inverter AC can run at a 
lower speed rather than cycling completely off.  
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It's like being able to drive your car at varying speeds rather than just stopping or 
flooring it. This ability to cruise at part throttle amounts to huge energy savings 
over time. Inverter ACs maintain a consistent temperature by making small 
adjustments rather than having to repeatedly ramp up and down. 
 
Pros of Inverter ACs 
- 30-50% more energy efficient than non-inverters 
- More consistent, stable room temperatures  
- Quieter operation at lower fan speeds 
- Longer lifespans by avoiding hard starts/stops 
 
Cons of Inverter ACs  
- Higher initial purchase price 
- Potentially more complex, expensive repairs 
 
Window AC Costs - 1.5 Ton Examples 
 
To give you an idea of costs, let's compare some typical 1.5-ton window AC units. 
For a basic non-inverter window AC 1.5 ton price tends to be in the $300-600 
range. But if you want a 1.5-ton inverter window AC unit, you're likely looking at 
$600-1200+ depending on the brand and features. 
 
That's a big jump in upfront costs for sure. But the energy savings of an inverter 
AC can actually pay for itself over just a few years of use in many cases. So while 
inverters require a bigger investment upfront, you could be saving hundreds per 
year on your electricity bills. 
  
So Which AC Reigns Supreme? Inverter or Non-Inverter? 
 
There's no definitive "best" AC for every situation. But in general, inverter ACs are 
the more energy-efficient and consistent performers. If your priority is reducing 
energy usage and costs while maintaining ideal comfort levels, an inverter model 
is probably worth the higher price tag.  
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However, non-inverter ACs can still make sense if you need basic cooling on a very 
limited budget and don't mind some temperature fluctuations. Just know that 
you'll likely be paying more in energy costs over the long haul. 
 
No matter which route you go, always consider the properly sized unit and energy 
efficiency ratings for your home's square footage. Doing your research can ensure 
you get the right window AC 1.5-ton price and capacity while also choosing the 
inverter or non-inverter technology that fits your needs and budget best.  
 
Conclusion 
 
At the end of the day, the goal is to achieve affordable cooling and comfort when 
temperatures are scorching. Weighing the pros and cons will help you pick 
the best non-inverter AC or inverter AC to beat the heat without draining your 
wallet. 
 
And don't forget, proper installation and maintenance are key for any AC unit to 
run at peak efficiency over its lifetime. Taking good care of your investment, 
whether inverter or non-inverter, will ensure you stay cool and financially 
comfortable for summers to come. With a little research and know-how, you can 
win the battle of the ACs.  
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